INVADERS!

Year 6
Curriculum
Overview

This term year six will be focusing on
some of the most vicious and
inventive people to ever live on our
island; the Saxons and the Vikings!
We will be looking at what made
these civilisations great, the effect
they have had on our language and
the battles they fought! Once we’ve
learnt a bit about them we’ll be
building longboats and learning
about their mythical beasts.

Autumn Term 2020
WELCOME BACK!
I want to start by saying a big
welcome back to you all, and an
even bigger welcome to year six! It
has been a tricky few months,
particularly for this class, but I’m
sure both yourselves and the
children are itching to get back in.
The class will look a little different
and our timetable has seen changes
but I can assure you we will still
strive to ensure the children have a
superb final year at Trinity and
learn plenty along the way.

Maths
Learning all tables up to 12
alongside their related division facts
will make life in Year 6 a lot easier!
We initially start the term basing
our number focus on place-value
and developing our understanding
of the relationship between the four
rules of number. The children will
be developing their understanding
and confidence of more ‘formal’
written methods of calculations.
Following this we will look at
applying this to our everyday life,
collecting data from activities the
class will do and finally we will
begin looking at the weird and
wonderful world of fractions!

MFL
This term I am looking forward to
starting some French with the pupils!
We will start by looking at where our
English words come from (linking
this in with the Anglo-Saxons) and
then look at basics greetings.

English

Here we are

Adventure

Kraken poem

This term our English work will be heavily
based around our topic of Anglo Saxons.
As ever in Year Six, the focus is on

We will start our year by
producing written work
around the wonderful Oliver
Jeffers’ book, ‘Here We Are’.

With a focus on setting descriptions
(and following a read of our class
text ‘Beowulf’ by Michael
Morpurgo’) the children will create
their own adventure text.

The children will use the poem
‘The Kraken’ by Tennyson to
create their own poem based
around another Nordic legend ‘The Fafnir’.

Science
In science this term we will be looking at the habitats
and animals from across the world. We will also be
looking at how the human body works, focusing on
the circulatory system.

P.E
This term children will be looking at invasion
games, focussing on the skill to play basketball and
hi-5. This will include finding space, the different
styles of passing and working as a team!

Helping at home
Reading Homework: Each child’s home
school diary contains a reading sheet that is
to be signed by an adults at home each time
your child reads at home (this does include
any Reading plus sessions). When a sheet
is completed, the child will put one token into
the reading raffle where an Amazon voucher
is on offer to the winner each half term!
Spelling rules: Each week, the children will
receive a spelling list to take home and
learn. The child will then be tested
on a Wednesday.

R.E
To start off our year, pupils will look at their
journey as Christians, what makes them a
person Christian and how this differs the
journeys of children from other faiths.

Computing
In Computing this term we will look to understand
exactly what makes something a computer, take a look
inside some laptops and see the difference parts of
hardware and what their functions are! We will also
look at basic algorithms to start off the year.

Maths Homework: Times table rockstars is
ongoing throughout the year and weekly
homework will be given via MyMaths or
Nearpod.
Homework is handed out on Friday and it is
expected that it’s returned by Wednesday. I
do like to use the app Nearpod when setting
homework so, if it’s possible, please ensure
the child is able to access this on their
tablet/laptop/phone.

Our PE day is TUESDAY. That means on
this day children will wear their PE kits
into school

